
 

161 Prof AnantSahai Announcement IndridennX
We're slowing down and triagi

Today Finish up solving systems ofeiichi's course scope DFTmaterial willbe
dropped thisterm to permit less H

Revisiting Classification problem per assignment more revie
at the endof the term

Think about losses

How can we find a to set Fck I 7 8

ie How can I solve a system of nonlinear equations

Kes Idea Iteration Newton's Method

To simplify notation Lef JCI FCK E
Axed what laranth B

Want to solve Gta 8

Use linearization
g

E E g to 241 Eto

Can I solve this Let A Eef
Want A G to t

g to

call E E to A I gu
If Ao invertible sqm case

can invert it

Can solve using leastsqueso min no m approaches

depending on wheth Ao is tall or wide

Suppose it were like leastsquare So Ao is tall o square

After I solve this I'll set some É



I'll actually set t to L T

steps.FMMove a little bit in this directs
since approximation is local

I iiiii Herate
takis little steps

9 find a zero of the fixation

Can combine with the transpose hea ish From th Homeank

to iteratively solve
least squares

Tia Ii At gta Treat At as
a cheap proxy forAwhere Ai 357

Often works to get you to a solution in the neighborhood

of initial guess

If we have a way of solving systems of nonlinearegutrons

then we can find local minima maxima

Recall HA Module I SolveLima Egation Module3 Do leastsquesbySolvingline Equber

Find places where no math

whicirctoyoumorein nothin
sub better

Gives rise to a system
of equations

So we can bring the same approach in 1GB

Aside



What do we understand 1 Solving systems of linear equations
2 Linear Systems

3 Least squares Min nom problems

What are we faced with i real life

A Solving systems of nonlinear egads
B Nonlinear System

c Nonquadratic cost functions to minimise

How to deal with this

We do an approximate reduction

Use linerisation ideas Tas lo Expansion
to locally convert problems into thing we knowhow to solve

We take the approxintin arm call it a disturbance

Make sure we're stable

If needed we iterate Turn the algorithm into a dynamic
system

Morat when you don't know what to do just try to make
a little progress Andrepeat

RevisitClassifiat focus on binary classification omg

We have data Fi l where li d
ort

Adie
Most Intuitive Approach Lab approach



1 Compet means

Mt for a printsuppose I are 2 dimension't

age
ÉÉI

me for points

MÉ Given a newp.int
I we can

classify it as

É t IE Allan
otherwise

Questa I What is the bounds between
whee we deem a poi I as bris t us

Question 2 How do we express this decision rate so it is more

cleats somethr related to a line

115 Mlt DE melt
E MICE M C CE MICE t

FF 2Mt MIN YE ZEE tutte

2 E AFF HER 11m11 c o classics
point E
as t

Attentions MT EYE Ian so I

classics as the sign MI MII ERE
Tomer.ws custantie Wo

Question How else could ie lein somethin of this form
Motivation When does mean based classification get this wrong

t



to learn the line
instead

I keg

least'm

It
t

I FYI

i

1 It lm
Thi Th F

is
filledleastsage drownline Vector

Given datepoints in 2d view them in 3d instead
with Inswith a coastut I as

the fist entry

A T t t T CA AT AttSolis

To classify a new point I 2d print

Classics a sign it
t

When does least
squares based learning of classification not work

i i

this thecost
least some minimizes I Ao Ill Éff ei af wait



What went wrong Least sqm is minimizing E C Pioli

where pi wtf and clp e p l

p clp D

j

i

Desired.CI

This isweird

what kind of cast looks like o

e.g exponential Can we use a cost Crcp e
P

I C p etp

Clp l e lp

We want ons min E exp Eli wtfin

From now on assume I has 10thcomponent as I

comin

Cco



How do I optimize th

3 approaches Pretend this is locals quadrate
and massage it into leastsquares for
fr solve

It tows Look for a local minimax by
thy these seedy where the system of nonlinear

two equations go CLE 8T is solved

Farm Use Newton's Method

Pretend it is linear and just itch
go down the slope a little

SUPER IMPORTANT
Compiederinbaubmercalls

es pytorch


